The Application and Prospect of Informative Facility in Hospital Infect Management
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Abstract—Medical institution improving the infection information management system to improve the management level of hospital infection. Play to the advantages of the network and manage hospital infection. Further improving update and increase the hospital environmental microbiology monitoring computer management system, surgical procedures, the infection rate of the medical system and the hospital infection monitoring and warning system is based on the hospital infection cases of computer management system. Hospital infection information management can have a purpose, a focus, to carry out monitoring work to avoid the blind investment funds, save money by the collection of dynamic information.
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At present, the hospital infection monitoring work is extensive in the national hospital. Monitoring method from past review the survey has gradually transited to the prospective investigation. And the hospital infection outbreak should be timely detected and, early investigated to take timely measures to cut off the chain of transmission, controlling the outbreaks. According to these requirements, hospital infection monitoring, disinfection, sterilization, the hygienic monitoring, antibacterial drugs using monitoring surveillance of bacterial resistance, hospital infection management quality etc. information system and the hospital infection management website has carried out the comprehensive development of the hospital infection management related to forward-looking monitoring, real-time and monthly for statistical data analysis, reporting, feedback, and to achieve management and public information sharing, improve the management level of hospital infection and departments make concerted efforts, received good results. Practice has proved that the conclusion and information management of hospital infection is inevitable trend for further development of hospital infection management.

I. THE APPLICATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS

A. Monitoring of special drug resistant strains

With the rapid development of medical technology. The disease especially in critically ill treatment has constantly improved is mostly based on the wide application of broad-spectrum antibiotics is one of the important means, however. The abuse of antibiotics in clinical treatment is a very common phenomenon. But the strong pressure of antibiotics inevitably produced a large number of drug-resistant strains. These strains become a thorny problem in today's hospital infection and the difficulty of the treatment has increasingly become an important problem. So, The monitoring of these resistant strains is more important. (gold (the software in nosocomial infection pathogens and drug resistance spectrum of new increased the resistance category column, including MRSA resistant methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus); MRSE (resistant to methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus); mrcns resistant methicillin resistant coagulase negative staphylococci); VRSA (vancomycin resistant Staphylococcus aureus); VRE (vancomycin resistant enterococci); PRPA (resistant to penicillin Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria); ESBL producing extended spectrum beta lactam enzyme of gram negative bacteria) and other types of computer according to the entry of the microbiological laboratory susceptibility report result automatic judgment.

B. Hospital infection epidemic, outbreak warning system

Hospital infection is usually sporadic, sometimes it can be an outbreak. Hospital infection prevalence of 2%-4%.1 million people hospitalized patients with nosocomial infection can have a 1 outbreak epidemic. Survey of CHIP (total hospital infection program) was found. Even if the hospital has a very active surveillance system, there are still 3, 1 of the gathering of the infection could not be identified: that has never occurred in the hospital. The purpose of hospital infection is to control and prevent the occurrence of nosocomial infection, especially to prevent or reduce the occurrence of nosocomial infection. There is still not a very reliable monitoring system to alert the outbreak or epidemic of nosocomial infections. In order to find out the epidemic trend of nosocomial infection in a more timely fashion. (2) the function and characteristics of the early warning subsystem. Prospective surveillance of nosocomial infection is one of the effective methods to discover and identify the epidemic or outbreak of nosocomial infection in a timely manner. Once found infections aggregation phenomenon. The early warning system will be automatically prompted to infection of full-time staff in epidemiological survey was conducted before. To analysis and
identify whether there is a true infection outbreak or epidemic.
In the case of hospital infection, the hospital infection was monitored at the time of the hospital infection. Computers will automatically enter the warning window. If the preset range is more than or equal to 3 cases of hospital infection cases and drug resistant strains. The interface will show the relevant patient information. To play the role of warning; users can also according to the actual requirements set up their own warning period (days of early warning can set their own 3 days, 7 days or 10 days, visual monitoring target), early warning value (for 3 cases. Can also be white line set) after the implementation of the update command. System automatically press department pathogen infection, the infection sites, pathogens infection cases, infection sites of infection cases of four part respectively statistics show is more than or equal to 3 cases of hospital infection cases and drug resistant strains. Using the hospital infection information dynamic. Is key to carry out monitoring work. So as to give full play to the role of forward-looking information in the early warning. As long as the full time analysis of early warning content, it is possible to find out the problem as soon as possible, to take measures to prevent or block the outbreak or epidemic.

C. Information management of hospital infection in surgical operation

Objective to investigate the nosocomial infection rate in surgical patients. The surveillance of nosocomial infection is one of the important targets for the development of hospital infection. Can understand the incidence of nosocomial infection, risk factors, and found the problem in time. In order to take timely measures to achieve effective control of infection after the purpose of; at the same time, also calculated the operating surgeon specific infection rate, through timely feedback. Prompted them to find postoperative infection. Take various measures, prevention of hospital infection.

II. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT OF MEDICAL INSTITUTION INFECTION MANAGEMENT

How to improve and perfect the management of hospital infection, establish the prevention system of public health emergency in general hospital, which is an important problem to be solved in the development of hospital infection management. How to effectively make use of information system in public health emergencies prevention system of traditional Chinese medicine hospital infection management in the study area for the stand-alone version cannot achieve regional resource sharing defects. Hospital information management in the future will no longer be installed on the user's computer system. And the user does not need to download and install the program. Hospital infection data entry work on the Internet can be. In data entry and summary the monitoring center can be automatic remote backup of computer data. Hospitals, regional and national monitoring center can keep abreast of the hospital infection. Really play its forward-looking function. Hospital infection information management is an inevitable requirement for improving the management level of hospital infection, and is also an effective demand for hospital infection control.

It’s extremely meaningful to launch Information management of medical institution infection management actively carry out or participate in Information management of medical institution infection management.
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